
WE ARE GRATEFUL FOR OUR SUPPORT SYSTEM:

Are you in? 
Email ryan@edmontonpolicefoundation.com to join forces for good.

Because you are a forward-thinking organization that wants to ensure your challenges are met 
with the most innovative and relevant solutions available in the world today. 
AND
Because you believe in the future of Edmonton and Alberta to be a leader in social impact, 
innovation and entrepreneurship.
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Graduates from our 1st cohort have deployed solutions helping to meet complex needs here in 
Edmonton like at Stollery Children's Hospital and other community organizations. Our second 
cohort starts Sept. 6, 2022 and the 20 start-ups will be visiting Edmonton September 19-30th 2022.  
During this time, we will be facilitating 1-1 workshops with our local Innovation Partners - this is 
officially your opportunity to join a local movement for innovative, strategic and socially 
driven impact.

What are Innovation Partners? They are businesses + organizations that have a strategic 
focus within the broad space of community safety and wellness. And, they have a keen interest 
in engaging with start-ups who may have a relevant solution to the challenges they are currently 
putting focus on.
What does engagement look like?What does engagement look like? To start it would be simply meeting, sharing a particular 
strategic challenge, and brainstorming alongside company founders in a workshop setting, in a 
facilitated session – and it could evolve into pilot projects where solutions get deployed in real 
time.
WhatWhat’s the commitment? Time commitment is approx. 2.5 hours in a facilitated session: 
present your challenge, listen to potential solutions, discuss current approaches to solve the 
challenge, provide feedback to the start-ups on where they should focus to be more relevant to 
you. 
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INNOVATION PARTNERS  
MAKE #SOCIALIMPACT REAL

Solutions include: WORKPLACE SAFETY, MENTAL + EMOTIONAL WELLNESS, 
LOGISTICS, ETHICAL DATASET SHARING, SOCIAL SERVICE APPS, IN-KIND 
DONATION CONNECTOR, FINANCE TRAINING, PULL-OVER SUPPORT, CYBER 
SECURITY FOR CHILDREN, AND MORE.

The TELUS Community Safety & Wellness Accelerator facilitates a one-of-a-kind business 
accelerator for start-ups that leverage AI/ML to help solve social challenges. Through our 
partnership with AlchemistX, we bring Silicon Valley expertise here to Alberta, helping to cultivate 
a thriving accelerator ecosystem. Our entrepreneurs offer innovative solutions that change, and 
even save, lives. 
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WWW.CSWACCELERATOR.COM


